
Erwin Chargaff- interview 1989

A crash course in wisdom, some known but someone needs to keep pointing out the 
obvious. 

⸻—

 Video description  -google translate.
"I don't believe in the sole saving power of the natural sciences." The great Austrian 
writer and biochemist about specialisation, the discovery of the double helix, the state 
of science and the importance of art & culture ('Wortwechsel' with Gero von Boehm, 
1989, 47min.).

Part 1  -https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Xs05dZiEX5A

Part 2 -https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3dGY1z75eC4

Part 3- https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3rtMXVhkgIM&pp=QAFIAQ%3D%3D

Part -4 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=nAj0QXrWgn4

Some take aways and some  roughly translated .

Part 1.

- Described by the media as Cassandra, the doom and gloom  that has the gift of 
foresight but no one  believes it.
- gives  a brief  introduction about his life  and career - 
https://www.famousscientists.org/erwin-chargaff/

- About choosing a career-  he decided to not necessarily make  a career out of what 
he enjoyed.
- was a born amateur,  an amateur of natural science. He loves  amateurs , they do 
things out of love. One who is dedicated just does something very well. Even though 
they are synonyms there is a difference.   
- enjoyed a lot of different activities , learned languages, wrote a lot and tried to 



oscillate at the edge of both cultures  as described by Lord Snow in his book - 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Two_Cultures, 
He did not think  of the book as clever as it is not true, there is actually only one culture 
that has split because of professionalism 

-when the term professionals started  , it was laughable . 
(Book mentioned :
Der Kampf mit dem Fachmann - The fight with the specialist -
https://arthureloesser.de/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Der-Kampf-mit-dem-
Fachmann.pdf  , the realisation that from specialist to specialist -idiot is a small leap, 
and that it happens often )

We are living in times of professionalism -  it causes people not to be able to 
communicate as they talk about different specialists with their own jargon, shortcuts.
We know just talk to each other eg .Is a fan of French literature   and would like to 
discussed with a French  professor literature who would just  tell him things that he has 
absolute no interest in, and cannot even make clear to the professor what  he liked 
about a book
- but In Natural Science , the professional idiot is more dangerous than in literature 

Part 2, 3, 4

- Professionalism started  especially with WW2 . Until about 1938  the split was not 
that blatant , his colleagues were diversely orientated  people, some painted, talented 
musicians.

- Why so important for a natural science person ? 
It is important for the preservation of this humanity .
-People are not 100% , some are more skilled than others, sometimes full of life  or 
lethargic. They are not target oriented as one has to be nowadays to make a career in 
natural sciences and it also happens  in other areas .
But unlike science, a thesis in history is easier  to follow than one in natural sciences as 
a historian cannot hide behind shortcuts and so many references and can still be 
comprehensible.
-In the old days you could read papers and were written in a comprehensible language. 
Nowadays one can hardly understandable the papers and they are not even read. 

-Some scientist  nowadays are leading the life of a stock-market sensation or inside 
job. In his times it was more like a walk in the park.



- He did not take to heart his career, science was founded on the work of many 
colleagues  . 
That he is less known is of little importance to him. . It was expected  and known who 
would get the Nobel prize  and for him talking  about it , is interpreted as bitterness.

- The environmental train and questionable ethics started  with physics . The science 
led to the atomic bomb and in biology with the model. 
 A philosophy in reductionism.   Out of a few small things and findings  we construct a 
whole world image and make leaps eg A is like  B , B is like C , C is like D  and when one 
compares  the result ie A with D is not the same even though the equation was written. 

Science has reached / entered a new dimension , to get to the root of life.
- He started realising around the 50’s. before the double helix but assumed will take 
another 20-30 years. But was wrong.
It would have been better for the history of science if the success did not come so 
soon.

-Every breakthrough is at the same time a loss eg normally if had ‘30 facilities it would 
have taken from splitting of plutonium/ uranium  to making the atomic bomb  about 50-
100 years.
Asked if that would have only postponed the problem  ? No , everything looks different 
once it already happened. Not only can the human spirit adapt , get used to it but can 
be criticised and one can take precautions.

-We have propelled ourself into a landscape of permanent catastrophes  , the term is 
also overused by media . But so many  dangerous things ( eg. Chemicals) are used 
nowadays , so often  and in unimaginable quantities 
-It is all emotionless now , some restriction have  always  been in place  . The previous 
chemists experimented for 80-90 years but one saw no changes and little  impact as it 
happened so slow.

-The viewpoint in the developed world  , they have  unrealistic expectations .
First achieving  “ happiness “ not to be confused with stillness / content  . It is more like 
a pseudo - religious element , children are pushed  fully into it , if feel unhappy  they 
are told about this ideal of happiness.
Second  is achieving health - nowadays is the ideal to which everyone subscribes  to . 
So on a  Sunday morning in Central Park one can count easily 10,000 joggers , some 
have heart attacks and disappear and are  taken away by ambulances, the rest go 
home  having served  the goddess of health.



-These are things of the times we live in, we have subscribed to a techno-romantic 
adventure , an inflated pseudo - ideal and many do not know a way out. Many want but 
do not know how, everything has become so technical  , even running, everything has 
become a business.
-The Happiness technique, the lust apparatus  of consumerism , often happiness is 
equated with consumerism but also the ability to go to a psychotherapist or to inject 
something in them, or listen to something  that makes them “happy”. Suicide and drug 
use is on the increase, so obvious now on the streets. 

-Wonders ,  are these the reactions of an old man?  He sees himself as a serene 
pessimist as does not have high expectation .
To look for perfectionism applies more to virtuosos.  A Schubert or Beethoven  would 
have found  our times as madness.
Those  classical competitions like Tchaikovsky   competition would have filled Mozart 
with dread . It should not need to be that perfect.
And not  only in music. This has also brought in the doctrine of teaching, 
-That is why I embrace amateurism , we need that back in science, we have this target 
oriented perfectionism that in natural science just leads to more work. If it  was that 
perfect it would have come to an end by now,  but nature is not limited .

-What is happening now in natural sciences has little to do with nature, to a naturalist 
from 17th- 18th. century would appear as stupidity eg . we  have limited ourself with 
the invisible  organism, hardly anyone works anymore with anything zoological . Botany 
is not botany anymore, same with zoology, bacteriology is not bacteriology anymore 
but mainly  interested in things that even with all our technology can hardly see,  eg 
the smallest ‘ viruses, archaebacteria ,the paleo bacteria ie  reduced to molecular 
biology. 

Molecular biology concerns itself with molecules that no-one  can see. it is not normal. 
It is pressure to produce more and more targets, huge investments.
More people are entering science so people cannot be made unemployed. They are 
required to come up with something to keep the funding and staff, a breakthrough that 
the colleagues are envious. 
-It is is a never ending spiral,
 eg if want to draw a perfect circle the start ends with the beginning. What we are 
doing is like trying to draw an imperfect circle that ends with a spiral that goes on 
forever. This can go on for thousands of years.



- Everything has  eventually come to an end in history,  and not overnight. The fall of 
roman empire  took hundreds of years,
But everything will come to an end , even the science we know, it will not be the 
permanent preoccupation of humans.

 I often wondered how will that look? Maybe we just cannot see it , we may be  in the 
middle of it and later,  one fay they will say , that donkey , Chargaff,  predicted it  300 
years ago. 

-How  did you contribute to the problems in science  ?eg . if you did not come to your 
discoveries where would we be now?
Someone else would have made the discovery in a few years. The positive  in natural 
sciences, no-one is irreplaceable .
As long as we take the  axioms, hypnotise out of nature , one is not unique.
 A Newton, an Einstein are only irreplaceable on the day it happened, someone else 
would have discovered it at a later stage .
 He is not bitter aw has know the innocence of the times in the study of nature . Crick 
and Watson are even less guilty  as  just came up with a model. They most likely never 
isolated nucleic acid. 

So there are guilty one but not one person but the society, the atmosphere at the time, 
the sensationalism of the American media , it is the expectations in all fields   like  in 
sport , this sensationalism in competition that  has contributes to the problems.
-The scientists  ended up in a society that allows everything and expects everything.
The greater the waiting , the greater is the tension. And there are also mistakes eg .the 
cancer institute got billions and has made little progress, they just produced good and 
bad biochemical  and molecular biological research in all domains. 
The question is , is it correct to tell people to give money to try to come up with 
something useful? If nothing comes out of it to turn around and say,  you gave us the 
money and we created work of great spiritual value. Money was given not to find  
spiritual value but for concrete targets that were mostly never achieved .

He is not sure about using genetics to cure cancer (  my comment - by now many 
know if look it up, that cancer is not a genetic disease and there are no genetic 
illnesses )
-He would have gladly wanted to speak to Ayatollah  Khomeini  , would have asked 
what he things of modern medicine. 
-It is not everything there is to know . Our western culture has cornered itself and  we 
cannot get out . 



We are in a ‘dead end street’   through which we view and try to explain the world. 
There are thousands of possibilities . The human history is full of wisdom, be it the 
Indians, Chinese, Persian, greeks. They all lived the way they could , sometimes better  
, sometimes worst, he thinks  ‘happier’ , a stupid world to use , than we are now. 

-We have dedicated  ourselves to this positivism , materialism, reductionism and we 
explain it as the only healing . The science says that only more research can  cure what 
the science has produced  ie. all the pollution , pesticides etc.
 - He even stared thinking that praying for health would be more useful, costs  much 
less and consumes less  inner energy.
He does not believe that the sole saving power of natural science  as the only answer. 
The western world  is making a huge mistake by forcing it.

One needs to find the balance again. 
There were more great scientist in previous centuries eg, the great English physicists . 
They were slow . They went hiking  at  times, they  did not even enter the lab for  
weeks, nowadays that is unimaginable.

All now is about mechanistic achievement but for whom?
Eg. research - 10,000 publications/ day but not much new. .
He knew a researcher that produced 200 papers / year . He  said to him, that is not 
difficult , you send 100 papers with the results and another 100 papers where you 
retract everything, he was upset for that.
 His lab could only produce at best 7-8  research papers/ year.

And the fraud in research to produce  results and get funding,  a self fulling organism 
that exists because it exists . That has to justify its existence .
And how bad it would be if we abolish it as people would lose their jobs?  There needs 
to be a much lower intake of students for certain subjects.
Asked if that restricts the ‘freedom’ ? for the people who are studying now ?
His freedom was always restricted , he was never  a free man  . He either had to work 
or other restrictions.  This cry for  freedom/ choice never said much for him , one can 
also exist in most circumstances  if has to. 

-Can one say that through this growth in natural science and technology ,  there has 
also been a lack of art and literature? ie at auctions  huge money  is paid for mediocre 
paintings, in  music there is lots  of money and packed concerts / stadiums but little 
enjoyable music and art is  created today.
Hard to know who has to go to the bottom of the ladder.



 Most geniuses were already known in their time, especially in  science . But also in art, 
they may not have been rich but a Rembrandt, Michelangelo, Mozart were  renowned 
at their time.
Thinks it is connected , money may have propelled mediocracy and scared off the real 
geniuses.
Nowadays you have art and music  that few  understand  , we are living in stubborn, 
boring, stupid  times  that goes partly  back to the disintegration of nature. 
There was a bigger moment / disintegration with  WW2 that was also a technological 
war and one of the greatest catastrophe of our times.

Can it be turned around? 
No, he does not think so .
As to turn around these  circular paradigms  as Kuhn writes, the scientific philosopher , 
it happens every few hundred years.
It may be conceivable , he can imagine in a society that  stops being interested  in what 
we class today as natural sciences.
End of interview 

Additional links .

Kuhn - Kuhn’s model of scientific revolution
 https://bertie.ccsu.edu/naturesci/PhilSci/Kuhn.html

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/thomas-kuhn/

⸻⸻-

The Fight with the Specialist by Arthur Eloesser - google translate

https://arthureloesser.de/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Der-Kampf-mit-dem-
Fachmann.pdf

The Fight with the Specialist by Arthur Eloesser

World Stage, XX. Year 1924, 2nd volume

That is the attractive title of a new book by Mechtilde Lichnowsky (published by 
Jahoda & Siegel in Vienna).



Our life, at least that of a person who has not let himself be flattened by any theory, 
who has retained some criticism, some independence of his nature and thus even a 
little imagination, consists largely of the struggle with the specialist, with his works, 
institutions and regulations.
 I have to do with an educator, with a doctor, with a lawyer, with a statesman: a human 
matter immediately turns into an educational, a medical, a legal, a political one, and to 
a clever question you get an inappropriate, inhuman answer .
In any case, one through which the layperson misrepresents his question from the 
outset or is completely removed from it. 
The layman is always misunderstood and expelled, for which he has to look polite. 

Who has ever succeeded in asking a doctor in whom he confides his questions 
correctly, or in bringing the correct account of a matter into the pleadings of his 
lawyer? Who would ever succeed in asserting themselves against an expert in a table 
talk?
 It is not fitting to be right against him; that would be tactlessness, indignation, 
presumption. 
Human society values the expert, -as the state values him, who, according to a nice 
remark by the author, is itself the greatest expert.

As a critical expert, I must say at once that Mechtilde Lichnowsky did not write this 
book at all, which could just as well have been called The Struggle with Authority. 
This comprehensive book, which would have included about all the big questions in life 
from birth to death and all the little ones from getting up to going to bed.
 It was important to her to remain a layperson, to chat a few confessions and to get rid 
of some displeasure and high spirits. 

Since the book did not want to be professional, not schematic, not complete, it had to 
be witty, willful, meaningful on a small scale and, above all, entertaining in the 
involuntary play of associations. It had to be the experienced, that is, malicious book, 
which many have already taken on in order to avenge themselves for boredom, 
arrogance, and pedantry, and actually do it themselves.

About dealing with people should have mentioned. 
A book of the kind we might have expected from the late W. Fred or the still hapless 
Franz Blei, when our literature was still so damn elegant and sophisticated.

About dealing with people: because we are all laypeople and specialists at the same 
time. 



The author recognizes a particularly beautiful summer day with the exclamation: Oh, 
the blue sky! And her companion on the walk corrects or reprimands her: But the wind! 
What makes him a specialist in meteorology? The inappropriate completeness of 
observation at this moment. 
The expert always begins by failing to understand the layman through an extremely 
inaccurate method of expansion or narrowing or objectification. 

A lady asks a Munich police officer: Can I report to the nearest police station? She 
wants to add: Or do I have to go to the police? But it is referred to by the harsh 
correction: There is no question of being able to, you have to report. 
When the author writes "Two Worlds" over this experience, which is very harmless, 
especially for Munich, in order to measure it against the kindness of an English 
policeman, the apercu is played, professionally at that, in a completely foreign area and 
thereby devalued. 

One professional makes many professionals. The critic therefore feels compelled to 
make the factual remark that, in England, the lady would not obtain any sensible 
answers to many questions of a different kind.
 Just as we find Mechtilde Lichnowsky a few times extremely troubled by the question 
of what the Englishman would say to this or that German behavior. You'd better ask 
him why there is always fog in England and why you can only warm your boots by the 
English chimneys.

The little book, with its justified objections to educators and doctors, to cobblers and 
tailors, to nannies, masseuses, milliners, in short: to all sorts of treacherous subjects, 
could have been my book, our book. 
Because it takes care of the poor orphans who don't think theoretically, don't think 
schematically, don't think together with everyone else, who still have saved the 
pictorial quality, mood, swing, i.e. the natural content of their ideas. 

As an intelligent person, I am also annoyed with the author against the intelligence, 
which is not colored by any temperament, is not nourished by any natural force, and 
which spreads the most appalling boredom in society, especially when a woman lets 
her cold light shine. Mechtilde Lichnowsky has something against the old division of 
mankind into men and women, but such an intelligent - pardon - inspired woman could 
not possibly have overlooked that a not out of instinct, not out of her gender, intelligent 
femininity almost equals the spiritually dispossessed in stupidity, without being able to 
achieve her grace. 
The man as a professional can still be respectable, the woman as a professional is a 



monster.

The little book that chatters along the lines of the subject of expert and layman, and 
which we have probably already praised for chatting quite meaningfully on some 
pages, could also have been called Instructions for tact in daily lessons.
 The antiquarian who greets his customers with a "You wish?" is rightly accused of a 
tact error; for it is part of the pleasure of buying, at least in an antique shop, that one 
does not know what one wants, that one remains pleasantly anxious for opportunity, 
surprise, enchantment. 

The author complains that almost all people are from a rigid system, that they lack the 
essential prerequisites of tact, namely hearing, empathy, adaptation, yielding, 
amiableness. Human relationships so often begin with blunt misunderstandings, and 
the authoress would be so easy to understand, since she associates herself with her 
dachshunds, her cats, with her stag beetle called "Hirschi" and with other animals on 
the basis of the same primitive Simplicity unites so uncomplicatedly. 

The author, whom we would probably better call the poetess, proves herself to be a 
nature, a pious of feeling, in spite of all the services of the intellect as a being that one 
must call Ingenue. Thus she collects personality rights, um to praise and lament their 
annoyingly funny struggle, that of the layman against the expert, ultimately as that of 
personality against theory, as that of genius against scheme, as that of vitality of 
meaning, which unfortunately is powerless against the powers of stupidity. 
With too much resignation, by the way, because in some encounters with nonsense 
and obstinacy, she proves to be the superior, the victorious, the slaps not only em 
received, sond - in the most literal sense - also distributed.

The writer's triumph is not always that of the reader, at least if he wants the right 
reader. 
All the great people who contributed to the education of the human race, let's say: 
Goethe or Gottfried Keller, Flaubert or Dostoyevsky, in their confessions preferred to 
reduce their human standard rather than increase it, preferred to be fearful than 
terrible. Let's also say: Gerhart Hauptmann or Thomas Mann. 

The writer's strength is his perseverance, the writer's authentication is his style. 
Mechtilde Lichnowsky says: Look, that's how I am - or that's how I am. But the good 
reader wants his author like to discover and see something that has not been told or 
shown to them.



The appeal of entertainment, and this book is intended to entertain, ultimately consists 
in the fact that I form my partner myself, that he leaves me a point of indifference deep 
inside. Or a question mark, for example: about the very interesting problem of how 
laypersons and experts deal with each other in the composition of a person, how they 
mutually correct or appease one another. 
Because the fight with the expert is also internal, because we are all caught up in a 
dualism, because we think dogmatically with the thoughts of others as well as with our 
own instincts, because we are dependent on telling our horrible lies horrible truths. 

The book with the pretty title by Mechtilde Lichnowsky is a stimulating book, perhaps 
because of its imperfection; because it consists of a series of anecdotes. Experiences, 
maxims, applicable and inapplicable, which, however, can be counted on more like an 
expert - layman than simply playing themselves out of association. 

The little book, all too analytical, proves more than it talks about; it's right on every 
rope, but it could have been kinder on many. So we will have to content ourselves with 
appreciating the intellect and spirit with which a beautiful nature asserts its 
naturalness.


